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The aeronautical two-stage five-branching planets gear train is widely used in the internal decelerator of aeroengines and the
main decelerator of helicopters. In order to study the load-sharing characteristics of the aeronautical two-stage five-branching
planets gear train, a static load-sharing calculation model for this system is established. The loaded tooth contact analysis method
is introduced in the static load-sharing calculation model, and the time-varying meshing stiffness condition of each gear pair is
obtained. According to the characteristics of the whole system’s power flow closed-loop characteristics, the twist angle deformation
coordination condition of the system is established, which includes installation error,manufacturing error, and floating factor.Using
the equivalentmeshing error theory, the error of the gearmanufacturing and the installation error of the system are analyzed. At the
same time, the floating meshing error caused by the change of the meshing side gap caused by the floating of the sun gear and the
inner ring gear is considered. The moment balance condition of the sun gear based on the floating of the spline gap is established.
Combined with the coordination condition of torsion angle deformation, the torque of each gear pair is obtained.The load-sharing
coefficient of the system is further calculated. The influence of the manufacturing error, the installation error, and the floating
amount on the load-sharing coefficient is analyzed. The results show that the load-sharing coefficient of each planets gear varies
with time when the manufacturing error and installation error alone affect the load-sharing characteristic. The sun gear floating
can obviously improve the load-sharing performance. The correctness of the theoretical algorithm is verified by experiments. A
new method of calculating the load-sharing characteristics of this system is put forward, which provides a theoretical basis for
determining the load-sharing coefficient, reasonable allocation, and control tolerance on the design.

1. Introduction

Planets gear trains are widely used in the body of aircraft
engine reducers and helicopter main reducers. The power-
split planets gear adopts the average load technology, which
has the advantages of small size, lightweight, and strong
carrying capacity. However, in practice, due to the unavoid-
able manufacturing and installation errors, as well as the
elastic deformation of the components, the planets gear drive
system cannot achieve a completely average load distribution.
Therefore, it is very important to give full play to its advan-
tages to solve the problem of uneven distribution of load
among the planets gears. Due to the quality and reliability
requirements of aeronautical products, it is unrealistic to

employ additional averaging mechanisms. Therefore, there
aremainly twoways to reduce the uneven distribution of load
among the planets gears in the aviation industry. One is to
improve themanufacturing and installation precision of gears
andmain parts, and elastic materials are used in transmission
components to realize the system load sharing. The other
way to improve the load-sharing performance is to take
structural design measures. In other words, the automatic
compensation of the various errors of each component in
the working process is realized by the additional degree of
freedom, so as to achieve the purpose of system load sharing.

The two-stage planets gear transmission system is char-
acterized by a number of fixed-axis double-coupled planets
common average distributions of input power. The system
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can achieve a great transfer of power and power load-sharing
characteristics. Multiple planets gears are only subjected to
one-way load. Due to the adoption of two-stage planets gears,
planets gears are prevented from meshing with the sun gear
and the ring gear at the same time, and the power of the
system is decomposed into external gears and internal gears.
This system overcomes the problems of traditional planetary
transmission system planetary gears subjected to alternating
loads, centrifugal forces caused by the rotation of the planet
carrier, and intermittent lubrication of planet gears and their
bearings.

Domestic and foreign scholars continue to explore and
study the load-sharing characteristics of the power-split gear
drive system. Kahraman [1] developed a nonlinear time-
varying dynamic model of a planetary transmission with
an arbitrary number of pinions and researched the load-
sharing characteristics of planetary transmissions. Mo et al.
[2] researched the influence of the eccentricity error, gear
thickness error, base pitch error, assembly error, and bearing
manufacturing error of gear components on multiple-split
load sharing of two-stage planets gear system in consider-
ation of displacement compatibility. Li et al. [3] established
a mathematical model to predict the reliability of helicopter
planetary gear train under the condition of partial load.
The bad influence of unequal load sharing on planetary
gear train is shown by prediction result and the reliability
model is verified through a statistical analysis method of
random censored data. Xu et al. [4] analyzed the load sharing
of planetary gear train considering the flexibility of planet
carrier. Li et al. [5] researched the effect predictions of star
pinion geometry phase adjustments on dynamic load-sharing
behaviors of differential face gear trains. Sheng et al. [6]
analyzed the dynamic load-sharing behavior of transverse-
torsional coupled planetary gear train with multiple clear-
ances. Park et al. [7] established that the model includes the
nonlinear mesh stiffness of gears and the nonlinear stiffness
of bearings as well as the flexibilities of the housing, planet
carriers, and ring gears and analyzed the load sharing and
distribution on the gear flank of wind turbine planetary
gearbox. Kim et al. [8, 9] conducted an experimental study on
the effect of carrier pinhole position errors on planet gear load
sharing.They researched the effect analysis of carrier pinhole
position error on the load sharing and load distribution of a
planet gear. Iglesias et al. [10] researched the planetary gear
profile modification design based on load-sharing modeling.
Wang et al. [11] researched the load-sharing behavior and
dynamic equations for planetary gear train transmission of
wind turbine gearboxes. Spitas et al. [12] researched the
experimental investigation of load sharing in multiple gear
tooth contact using the stress-optical method of caustics.
Pan et al. [13] researched the load-sharing characteristics
of single-input gear split torque transmission based on
synchronous angle. Zhang et al. [14] established a nonlinear
dynamic model for analysis of the combined influences of
nonlinear internal excitations on the load-sharing behavior
of a compound planetary gear set. Qiu et al. [15] researched
load-sharing characteristics of planetary gear transmission in
horizontal axis wind turbines. Ye [16] established a dynamic
differential equation of the NGW planetary gear train system

with unequal moduli and pressure angles by taking into con-
sideration the internal excitation caused by the eccentric error
and tooth-frequency error of each gear and also researched
the dynamic load-sharing behaviors of planetary gear train
system with unequal moduli and pressure angles. Ye and
Tsai [17] proposed a computerized approach based on the
influence coefficientmethod for loaded tooth contact analysis
of such gear transmission and analyzed the loaded tooth
contact analysis of power-split gear drives considering shaft
deformation and assembly errors. In addition, many scholars
still study the load-sharing characteristics of the power-split
gear transmission system [18–20].

After the research and analysis of the above scholars, it
can be seen that the study of multilevel planets gear trans-
mission system load-sharing characteristics for the rational
design and successful use of the planets gear train is of great
significance.

In this paper, the statics load-sharing model of the two-
stage five-branching planets gear train was established. By
considering the characteristics of power flow closed loop,
the torsional angle deformation coordination was deduced.
Based on the condition of moment equilibrium, a load-
sharingmodel of the system is established.Through the tooth
surface contact simulation technology, the time-varying
meshing stiffness is obtained in the load-sharing model.
Using the theory of equivalent error meshing, the error
factors of the system are analyzed comprehensively.The influ-
ence of manufacturing error, installation error, and floating
factor on the load-sharing characteristics was revealed. The
influence of each error on the load-sharing characteristics
of the system was compared. The error factors which had
the most influence on the load-sharing characteristics of the
system were found. The simulation analysis method between
the floating gear and the system load process is established,
and the influence of the floating factors of the basic com-
ponents on the load-sharing characteristics of the system is
studied. Finally, the experimental verification is carried out
and compared with the theoretical calculation results. A new
method to calculate the load-sharing characteristics of two-
stage five-branching planets transmission system is proposed,
which provides a theoretical basis for the design of load-
sharing coefficient, reasonable process allocation, and control
tolerance.

2. Establishment of Equivalent
Mechanical Model

Figure 1 shows the three-dimensional schematic diagram and
principle diagram of two-stage five-branching planets gear
train. Here, the input torque 𝑇in is assigned to the I-stage
planets gear𝑍pI𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 5) through the sun gear𝑍s and
then flowed into the ring gear𝑍r through the II-stage planets
gear𝑍pII𝑖.The ring gear provides output torque𝑇out. 𝑛in is the
input speed, and 𝑛out is the output speed.

Figure 2 is a schematic diagramof themechanical balance
between the various components of the two-stage five-
branching planets gear train. The planets gear mechanism
is considered as a rigid body, and the I-stage sun gear
and II-stage ring gear are considered as the basic floating
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Figure 1: Three-dimensional schematic diagram and principle diagram of two-stage five-branching planets gear train. (1) Ring gear, (2)
II-stage planets gear, (3) connecting shaft, (4) I-stage planets gear, (5) sun gear, (6) outer spline, and (7) inner spline.
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(a) Schematic diagram of the I-stage gear movement
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(b) Schematic diagram of the II-stage gear movement

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the mechanical balance between the various components.

element. The elastic deformation and meshing stiffness of
each gear pair in the system are replaced by the equivalent
spring model. 𝐾s and 𝐾r represent the equivalent elastic
support stiffness at the sun gear and the internal ring gear,
respectively. 𝑃I𝑖 is the I-stage planets gear. 𝑃II𝑖 is the II-stage
planets gear. 𝑇spI𝑖 is the acting torque between the sun gear
and the I-stage planets gear.𝑇pII𝑖r is the acting torque between
the II-stage planets gear and the ring gear.

According to the torque balance between the various
components of the system shown in Figure 2, the torque
balance equation is shown below:

𝑇in + 5∑
𝑖

𝑇spΙ𝑖 (𝑘) = 0,
𝑇psΙ𝑖 (𝑘) + 𝑇pΙΙ𝑖r (𝑘) = 0, (𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 5) .

(1)

𝑇psI𝑖(𝑘) (𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 5) is the torque of the I-stage planets
gear acting on the sun gear at the 𝑘th meshing position
in a meshing cycle. 𝑘 represents the sequence number of
the meshing position. When carrying out gear teeth contact
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Figure 3: Relationship diagram between the torsion angles of each gear of the system.

simulation analysis, a tooth surface engagement period is
divided into 5 equal parts; thus, 𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 5.

The relationship between the action moment 𝑇spI𝑖(𝑘) and
the reaction moment 𝑇psI𝑖(𝑘) can be expressed as follows:

𝑇psΙ𝑖 (𝑘) = −𝑟bpΙ𝑖𝑟bs 𝑇psΙ𝑖 (𝑘) (𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 5) . (2)

From formula (1) and formula (2), the expression of the
moment equilibrium relationship can be obtained as shown
below:

𝑇in + 5∑
𝑖

𝑇spI𝑖 (𝑘) = 0,
−𝑟bpI𝑖𝑟bs 𝑇spI𝑖 (𝑘) + 𝑇pII𝑖r (𝑘) = 0,

(𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 5) .
(3)

In formula (3), 𝑟bpI𝑖 is the base circle radius of the I-stage
planets gear, 𝑟bs is the base circle radius of sun gear,𝑇in is input
torque, and 𝑇pII𝑖r(𝑘) is the torque of the II-stage planets gear
acting on the ring gear.

Figure 3 shows the relationship diagram between the
torsion angles of each gear of the system. Δ𝜑pI𝑖 is the torsion
angle of the I-stage planets gear. Δ𝜑pII𝑖 is the torsion angle
of the II-stage planets gear. Δ𝜑s is the torsion angle of the
sun gear. Δ𝜑r is the torsion angle of the ring gear. Δ𝜑spI𝑖
is the torsion angular distortion of the sun gear under the
influence of torque relative to the I-stage planets gear. Δ𝜑spI𝑖
is a function of 𝑇spI𝑖(𝑘). Δ𝜑pII𝑖r is the angular distortion of the
II-stage planets gear under the influence of torque relative to
the ring gear. Δ𝜑pII𝑖r is a function of 𝑇pII𝑖r(𝑘).

According to the mechanical conditions, the torsion
meshing angle of each gear pair meets the following mechan-
ical relationship:

Δ𝜑spI𝑖 [𝑇spI𝑖 (𝑘)] = Δ𝜑s − (𝑟bpI𝑖𝑟bs )Δ𝜑pI𝑖, (4)

Δ𝜑pII𝑖r [𝑇pII𝑖r (𝑘)] = Δ𝜑pII𝑖 − ( 𝑟br𝑟bpII𝑖)Δ𝜑r. (5)

Here, 𝑟bpII𝑖 is the base circle radius of the II-stage planets gear;𝑟br is the base circle radius of ring gear.Δ𝜑𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 5) is the angle error of the gear 𝑖,
and Δ𝜑𝑖𝑗 (𝑇𝑖𝑗(𝑘)) indicates the angle microdisplacement of
the gear 𝑖 relative to the gear 𝑗; that is, Δ𝜑𝑖𝑗 (𝑇𝑖𝑗(𝑘)) is
loaded transmission error.Δ𝜑𝑖𝑗 (𝑇𝑖𝑗(𝑘)) is a function of𝑇𝑖𝑗(𝑘).Δ𝜑𝑖𝑗 (𝑇𝑖𝑗(𝑘)) is derived from the tooth contact analysis and
the loaded tooth contact analysis and meets the following
relation with the integrated time-varying meshing stiffness𝐾m𝑖𝑗(𝑘) of the gear pairs:

Δ𝜑𝑖𝑗 [𝑇𝑖𝑗 (𝑘)] = 𝑇𝑖𝑗 (𝑘)𝐾m𝑖𝑗 (𝑘) 𝑟2b𝑖 cos 𝑎n . (6)

In the formula, 𝐾m𝑖𝑗(𝑘) is the integrated time-varying
meshing stiffness of each gear pair 𝑖𝑗, and 𝑎n is the normal
meshing pressure angle of each gear.

The transmission error of each meshing pair is converted
to the equivalent meshing angle error relative to the sun
gear.
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of manufacturing or installation error of 𝐸(𝐴).
Δ𝜑𝑖 = Δ𝜑spI1 [𝑇spI1 (𝑘)] + 𝑟bpII1𝑟bs Δ𝜑pII1r [𝑇pII1r (𝑘)]

= Δ𝜑spI𝑖 [𝑇spI𝑖 (𝑘)] + 𝑟bpII𝑖𝑟bs Δ𝜑pII𝑖r [𝑇pII𝑖r (𝑘)](𝑖 = 2, . . . , 𝑛) .
(7)

Due to Δ𝜑1 = Δ𝜑2 = Δ𝜑3 = Δ𝜑4 = Δ𝜑5, the deformation
coordination condition can be obtained as follows:Δ𝜑spI1 [𝑇spI1 (𝑘)] + 𝑟bpII1𝑟bs Δ𝜑pII1r [𝑇pII1r (𝑘)]

= Δ𝜑spI2 [𝑇spI2 (𝑘)] + 𝑟bpII2𝑟bs Δ𝜑pII2r [𝑇pII2r (𝑘)] ,
Δ𝜑spI1 [𝑇spI1 (𝑘)] + 𝑟bpII1𝑟bs Δ𝜑pII1r [𝑇pII1r (𝑘)]

= Δ𝜑spI3 [𝑇spI2 (𝑘)] + 𝑟bpII3𝑟bs Δ𝜑pII3r [𝑇pII3r (𝑘)] ,
Δ𝜑spI1 [𝑇spI1 (𝑘)] + 𝑟bpII1𝑟bs Δ𝜑pII1r [𝑇pII1r (𝑘)]

= Δ𝜑spI4 [𝑇spI4 (𝑘)] + 𝑟bpII4𝑟bs Δ𝜑pII4r [𝑇pII4r (𝑘)] ,
Δ𝜑spI1 [𝑇spI1 (𝑘)] + 𝑟bpII1𝑟bs Δ𝜑pII1r [𝑇pII1r (𝑘)]

= Δ𝜑spI5 [𝑇spI5 (𝑘)] + 𝑟bpII5𝑟bs Δ𝜑pII5r [𝑇pII5r (𝑘)] .

(8)

Combining formula (2), formula (4), and formula (6),
the calculation model of torque distribution under rigid
conditions is obtained. When given the input torque 𝑇in and
the time-varying meshing stiffness 𝐾m𝑖𝑗(𝑘) of each gear pair,

the torque forces𝑇spI𝑖(𝑘) and 𝑇pII𝑖r(𝑘) of each gear pair can be
calculated.

3. Comprehensive Meshing Error Analysis

The equivalent combined meshing errors of the planets gear
transmission system are composed of two kinds of errors.
The first one is the cumulative meshing backlash caused by
themanufacturing and installation errors of the components,
that is, cumulative mesh error. The other is the floating
meshing error caused by the floating of each component.

3.1. Cumulative Errors Caused by Manufacturing and Instal-
lation Errors. The manufacturing errors that affect the load
distribution of the planets gear system include the eccentric
error of the center of the sun gear, the planets gear, and the
ring gear.The installation error mainly includes the assembly
error of the center of the sun gear, the planets gear, and
the ring gear. The eccentricity error and assembly error are
represented by 𝐸 and 𝐴, respectively. The direction of each
error is represented by 𝛽 and 𝛾. The subscript symbols s,
pI𝑖, pII𝑖, and r are, respectively, represent the sun gear, the
I-stage planets gear, the II-stage planets gear, and the ring
gear.

Figure 4 is the schematic diagram of manufacturing or
assembly error 𝐸(𝐴).

Here, 𝜔s, 𝜔p, and 𝜔r are the angular velocities of sun gear,
planets gear, and ring gear.𝛼𝑤 and𝛼n are themeshing pressure angles of external gear
meshing and internal gear meshing.𝜙𝑖 refers to the phase angle of the 𝑖th planets gear relative
to 1th planets gear. 𝜙𝑖 = 2𝜋(𝑖 − 1)/5; 𝑡 is the response time.

(1) Angular Displacement Caused by EquivalentMeshing Error
of I-Stage Gear Pairs.The angular displacement 𝜑𝐸s𝑖 caused by
the eccentric error 𝐸s of the sun gear is
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𝜑Es𝑖 = −𝐸s sin
(𝜔s𝑡 + 𝛽s + 𝛼𝑤 − 𝜙𝑖)𝑟bs . (9)

The angular displacement𝜑𝐴s𝑖 caused by the installation error𝐴 s of the sun gear is

𝜑𝐴s𝑖 = −𝐴 s sin
(𝛾s + 𝛼𝑤 − 𝜙𝑖)𝑟bs . (10)

The angular displacement 𝜑EpI𝑖 caused by the eccentric
error 𝐸pI𝑖 of the I-stage planets gear 𝑖 is

𝜑EpI𝑖 = −𝐸pI𝑖 sin
(−𝜔p𝑡 + 𝛽pI𝑖 + 𝛼𝑤)𝑟bpI𝑖 . (11)

The angular displacement 𝜑𝐴pI𝑖 caused by the installation
error 𝐴pI𝑖 of the I-stage planets gear 𝑖 is

𝜑𝐴pI𝑖 = −𝐴pI𝑖 sin
(𝛾pI𝑖 + 𝛼𝑤)𝑟bpI𝑖 . (12)

(2) Angular Displacement Caused by Equivalent Mesh Error
in Stage II. The angular displacement 𝜑EpII𝑖 caused by the
eccentric error 𝐸pII𝑖 of the II-stage planets gear 𝑖 is

𝜑EpII𝑖 = 𝐸pII𝑖 sin
(−𝜔p𝑡 + 𝛽pII𝑖 − 𝛼n)𝑟bpII𝑖 . (13)

The angular displacement 𝜑ApII𝑖 caused by the installation
error 𝐴pII𝑖 of the II-stage planets gear 𝑖 is

𝜑𝐴pII𝑖 = 𝐴pII𝑖 sin
(𝛾pII𝑖 − 𝛼n)𝑟bpII𝑖 . (14)

The angular displacement 𝜑𝐸r caused by the eccentric
error 𝐸r of the ring gear is𝜑𝐸r𝑖 = 𝐸r sin

(−𝜔r𝑡 + 𝛽r − 𝛼n − 𝜙𝑖)𝑟br . (15)

The angular displacement 𝜑𝐴r caused by the installation
error 𝐴 r of the ring gear is𝜑𝐴r𝑖 = 𝐴 r sin

(𝛾r − 𝛼n − 𝜙𝑖)𝑟br . (16)

(3) Angular Displacement Caused by Eccentric Error of Bear-
ing. The angular displacement 𝜑𝐸bs caused by the eccentric
error 𝐸bs of bearing of the sun gear is

𝜑𝐸bs = −𝐸bs sin
(𝜔s𝑡 + 𝛽bs + 𝛼𝑤 − 𝜙𝑖)𝑟bs . (17)

The angular displacement 𝜑𝐸bpI𝑖 caused by the eccentric
error 𝐸bpI𝑖 of bearing of the I-stage planets gear is

𝜑𝐸bpI𝑖 = EbpI𝑖 sin
(−𝜔p𝑡 + 𝛽bp𝑖 + 𝛼𝑤)𝑟bpI𝑖 . (18)

The angular displacement 𝜑𝐸bpII𝑖 caused by the eccentric
error 𝐸bpII𝑖 of bearing of the II-stage planets gear is

𝜑𝐸bpII𝑖 = 𝐸bpII𝑖 sin
(−𝜔p𝑡 + 𝛽bpII𝑖 − 𝛼n)𝑟bpII𝑖 . (19)

The angular displacement 𝜑𝐸br𝑖 caused by the eccentric
error 𝐸br of bearing of the ring gear is𝜑𝐸br𝑖 = 𝐸br sin

(−𝜔r𝑡 + 𝛽br − 𝛼n − 𝜙𝑖)𝑟br . (20)

The sum of the above-mentioned equivalent meshing
errors is obtained.

The cumulative angular displacement generated by the
manufacturing error and installation error in stage I and stage
II is shown as follows:𝜑spI𝑖 = 𝜑𝐸s𝑖 + 𝜑𝐴s𝑖 + 𝜑𝐸pI𝑖 + 𝜑𝐴pI𝑖 + 𝜑𝐸bs𝑖 + 𝜑𝐸bpI𝑖,𝜑pII𝑖r = 𝜑𝐸r𝑖 + 𝜑𝐴r𝑖 + 𝜑𝐸pII𝑖 + 𝜑𝐴pII𝑖 + 𝜑𝐸br𝑖 + 𝜑𝐸bpII𝑖. (21)

There is also a kind of change that can cause the compre-
hensive engagement error change caused by gap changes 𝜑s
and 𝜑r of basic floating elements.

It is assumed that the floating displacement of the center
of the sun gear is 𝑥s and 𝑦s along 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions. The
floating displacement of the center of the ring gear is 𝑥r and𝑦r along 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions.𝜑s𝑖 = −(𝑥s cos𝐴 𝑖 + 𝑦s sin𝐴 𝑖)𝑟bs ,

𝜑r𝑖 = −(𝑥r cos𝐵𝑖 + 𝑦r sin𝐵𝑖)𝑟br . (22)

𝐴 𝑖 is the meshing line direction angle of the sun gear and
the I-stage planets gear; 𝐵𝑖 is the meshing line direction angle
of the I-stage planets gear and the ring gear. 𝐴 𝑖 and 𝐵𝑖 are as
follows: 𝐴 𝑖 = 𝜋2 − 𝛼𝑤 + 𝜙𝑖,𝐵𝑖 = 𝜋2 + 𝛼n + 𝜙𝑖. (23)

Integral meshing error 𝜑𝐸spI𝑖 of sun gear and the I-stage
planets gear is as follows:𝜑𝐸spI𝑖 = Δ𝜑spI𝑖 [𝑇spI𝑖 (𝑘)] + 𝜑spI𝑖 + 𝜑s𝑖

= [𝑇spI𝑖 (𝑘)]𝐾mspI𝑖 (𝑘) 𝑟2bs cos 𝑎n + 𝜑spI𝑖 + 𝜑s𝑖. (24)

Here, 𝐾mspI𝑖(𝑘) is the integrated time-varying meshing
stiffness of sun gear and I-stage planets gear 𝑖.

Integral meshing error 𝜑𝐸spII𝑖 of the II-stage planets gear
and ring gear is as follows:𝜑𝐸pII𝑖r = Δ𝜑pII𝑖r [𝑇pII𝑖r (𝑘)] + 𝜑pII𝑖r + 𝜑r𝑖

= [𝑇pII𝑖r (𝑘)]𝐾mpII𝑖r (𝑘) 𝑟2bpII𝑖 cos 𝑎n + 𝜑pII𝑖r + 𝜑r𝑖. (25)
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Figure 5: Closed mechanical relation of floating sun gear based on
the spline gap floating.

Here, 𝐾mpII𝑖r(𝑘) is the integrated time-varying meshing
stiffness of II-stage planets gear 𝑖 and ring gear.

3.2. Floating Equilibrium Condition of Basic Component

3.2.1. The Sun Gear Floating Equilibrium Condition Based on
the Spline Space. Thesun gear can float freely through the gap
between the splines. If the floating sun gear is unbalanced in
force, the short spline and its side clearance allow the basic
members to make radial and deflection displacement, so that
the load distribution tends to be uniform, so as to achieve the
average load distribution.The structure based on the floating
of the spline gap has a good centering effect and can transmit
large torque. The closed mechanical relation of floating sun
gear based on the spline gap floating is shown in Figure 5.

The sun gear is balanced under the I-stage planets gear
meshing force 𝐹spI𝑖 and the spline axis supporting force. The
supporting rigidity of floating sun gear is shown in Figure 6

With the spline transmit torque, friction will be produced
between internal and external splines, which can be rep-
resented as 𝐹m = 𝜏𝐹m, where 𝐹m is the positive pressure
between internal and external splines and 𝜏 is the friction
coefficient.

When the sun gear is floating, the floating quantum is
shown as follows: 𝑅s = √(𝑥s

2 + 𝑦s2). (26)

Here, 𝑥s and𝑦s are the floating quantum along the 𝑥 direction
and 𝑦 direction, respectively.

When the bearing reaction force is less than the friction
force 𝐹m, there will be no slip between the inner spline and
the outer spline. When the supporting force is greater than
the friction force 𝐹m, the internal spline and the external
spline will produce a slip, which is adapted to the position
of the floating gear, that is, the 𝑆1-𝑆2 range. When the
slip amount exceeds 𝑆2, the internal and external splines
eliminate the radial clearance, and the position of the small
gear is determined by the bending deformation of the input
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Figure 6: Supporting rigidity of floating sun gear.

shaft. 𝑆1-𝑆2 is the radial clearance for internal and external
splines.𝐹H𝑥𝑠 and 𝐹H𝑦𝑠 represent the support reaction of floating
pinion projected on the x-axis and y-axis, respectively, and
can be represented as𝐹H𝑥𝑠

= {{{{{{{{{
−𝐾𝑤 ⋅ 𝑅𝑠 ⋅ cos (𝜉𝑠(𝑛)) 0 ≤ 𝑅𝑠 < 𝑆1−𝐹m ⋅ cos (𝜉𝑠(𝑛)) 𝑆1 ≤ 𝑅𝑠 ≤ 𝑆2− [𝐹m + 𝐾𝑤 ⋅ (𝑅𝑠 − 𝑆2)] ⋅ cos (𝜉𝑠(𝑛)) 𝑅𝑠 > 𝑆2,𝐹H𝑦𝑠

= {{{{{{{{{
−𝐾𝑤 ⋅ 𝑅s ⋅ sin (𝜉𝑠(𝑛)) 0 ≤ 𝑅𝑠 < 𝑆1−𝐹m ⋅ sin (𝜉𝑠(𝑛)) 𝑆1 ≤ 𝑅𝑠 ≤ 𝑆2− [𝐹m + 𝐾𝑤 ⋅ (𝑅𝑠 − 𝑆2)] ⋅ sin (𝜉𝑠(𝑛)) 𝑅𝑠 > 𝑆2,

(27)

where 𝐾𝑤 is flexural rigidity of spline shaft; 𝜉s is direction
angle of vector of 𝑥s and 𝑦s.

The support equilibrium conditions of the floating sun
gear can be represented as

5∑
𝑖=1

[𝑇spI𝑖𝑟bs ⋅ cos𝜒spI𝑖] + 𝐹H𝑥𝑠 = 0,
5∑
𝑖=1

[𝑇spI𝑖𝑟bs ⋅ cos𝜒spI𝑖] + 𝐹H𝑦𝑠 = 0,
(𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 5) .

(28)

The equilibrium conditions of the floating sun gear are
used as the optimization objective. The unknown quantity of
the required solution of the component is the optimization
variable. (𝑥𝑠, 𝑦𝑠) is used as the optimization variable in the
equilibrium position of the floating sun gear.The equilibrium
condition of elastic support, the condition of moment equi-
librium, and the condition of deformation coordination are
used as the constraint conditions. A nonlinear mathematical
model of the gap based on the floating is established.

3.2.2. The Ring Gear Floating Equilibrium Condition. The
floating balance condition of the ring gear is shown below:
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5∑
𝑖=1

𝑇pII𝑖r𝑟bp ⋅ cos𝜒pII𝑖r + 𝐾r𝑥r = 0,
5∑
𝑖=1

𝑇pII𝑖r𝑟bp ⋅ sin𝜒pII𝑖r + 𝐾r𝑦r = 0,
(𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 5) .

(29)

Here,𝑥r and𝑦r are the floating quantumof ring gear along
the 𝑥 direction and 𝑦 direction, respectively.

The torque 𝑇𝑖𝑗 of the gear pair is obtained.
The load-sharing coefficient of the I-stage planets gear is

shown as follows:

𝐽pI𝑖 = 𝑇spI𝑖(𝑇in/5) (𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 5) . (30)

The load-sharing coefficient of the II-stage planets gear is
shown as follows:

𝐽pII𝑖 = 𝑇pII𝑖𝑟(𝑟bpI𝑖/rbpII𝑖) (𝑇in/5) (𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 5) . (31)

The load-sharing coefficient of the system is shownbelow:𝐽 = max (𝐽pI𝑖, 𝐽pII𝑖) (𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 5) . (32)

4. Calculation of Time-Varying
Meshing Stiffness Based on Loaded
Tooth Contact Analysis

The transmission error of the gear bearing in meshing
is mainly composed of three parts corresponding to the
geometric transmission error 𝛿1, the bending deformation 𝛿2,
and the contact deformation 𝛿3. The geometric transmission
error 𝛿1 is formed by the design and processing of the tooth

surface, which is independent of the size of the load, and
can be expressed as a constant term at the fixed position of
the meshing. The geometric transmission errors 𝛿1 can be
expressed as 𝛿1(𝑇(𝑘)) = 𝑎.

The calculation formula of cantilever beam of West-
inghouse is used as the basis for calculating the bending
deformation of gear teeth [21]:

𝛿𝑏 = 𝑝ℎ33𝐸𝐼 {1 + 1.3 ( 𝑡ℎ) + [0.25 + 0.75 (1 − 𝜇)] ( 𝑡ℎ)2+ 0.35 ( 𝑡ℎ)3} . (33)

Here, 𝑝 is the load at the meshing point; 𝑡 is the normal
tooth thickness at the meshing point; ℎ is the tooth height at
themeshing point;𝐸 is themodulus of elasticity;𝜇 is Poisson’s
ratio; 𝐼 is an orthogonal inertiamoment; 𝑏𝑤 is the tooth width
of the tooth in the cutting plane at the point of engagement.

It can be seen from the above formula that the bending
deformation has a linear relationship with the load 𝑇(𝑘).
Here, 𝛿2(𝑇(𝑘)) = 𝑏𝑇(𝑘).

According to the theory of elasticity, the contact defor-
mation of the spiral bevel gear pair is the point contact
problem of elastic mechanics. The maximum amount 𝛿H of
deformation at the contact point of the tooth surface can be
expressed as the following formula:

𝛿H = c𝛼(9𝑝2𝐴32 (1 − 𝜇21𝐸1 + 1 − 𝜇22𝐸2 )2)1/3 . (34)

Here, 𝜇𝑖 and 𝐸𝑖 are Poisson’s ratio and modulus of
elasticity of pinion 𝑖 and gear 𝑖; 𝑐𝛼 represents the parameter𝜃(cos−1(𝐵/𝐴)), which can be interpolated through discrete
data in the corresponding Table [21]. 𝐴 and 𝐵 are geometric
parameters near the contact point of the tooth surface, which
can be obtained by the following formulas:

𝐴 = 12 (𝑘Ι1 + 𝑘Ι2 + 𝑘ΙΙ1 + 𝑘ΙΙ2) ,𝐵 = 12√(𝑘Ι1 − 𝑘ΙΙ1)2 + (𝑘Ι2 − 𝑘ΙΙ2)2 + 2 (𝑘Ι1 − 𝑘ΙΙ1) (𝑘Ι2 − 𝑘ΙΙ2) cos 2𝜙. (35)

Here, 𝑘I1 and 𝑘II1 are the first and second principal
curvatures of the pinion tooth surface at the meshing point,
respectively; 𝑘II2 and 𝑘I2 are the first and second principal
curvatures of the large gear teeth at the meshing point,
respectively; 𝜙 are the angles of the first main direction of the
pinion tooth surface and the large gear tooth surface at the
meshing point.

It is known from the above analysis that the relationship
between the contact deformation 𝛿3(𝑇) of the spiral bevel
gear pair and the load 𝑇 can be expressed as 𝛿3(𝑇(𝑘)) =𝑐𝑇(𝑘)2/3.

The relational expression of the integrated angular defor-
mation Δ𝜑𝑖𝑗[𝑇𝑖𝑗(𝑘)] and torque 𝑇𝑖𝑗(𝑘) of the gear pairs of the
system can be expressed as

Δ𝜑𝑖𝑗 (𝑇𝑖𝑗 (𝑘)) = 𝛿1 (𝑇 (𝑘)) + 𝛿2 [𝑇 (𝑘)] + 𝛿3 [𝑇 (𝑘)]= 𝑇𝑖𝑗 (𝑘)𝑇𝑖𝑗 (𝑘) (𝑎 + 𝑏𝑇𝑖𝑗 (𝑘) + 𝑐𝑇𝑖𝑗 (𝑘)2/3) . (36)

Here, 𝑎, 𝑏, and 𝑐 are constant terms in the formula,
which are determined by the geometric parameters of the
gear and the coordinates of the meshing position; 𝑇𝑖𝑗(𝑘) (𝑘 =1, 2, . . . , 5) is the torque of the 𝑘th meshing position in a
meshing cycle.

Based on the above traditional elastic mechanics analysis,
the basic relationship between the tooth deformation and the
transfer moment of the bevel gear is deduced. The actual
calculation of the integrated angular deformation of the gear
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Figure 7: The model of the teeth geometric contact analysis under
the action of a certain load 𝑃.
is obtained by the teeth geometric contact analysis simulation
technology to ensure the accuracy of the calculation.

The model of the teeth geometric contact analysis is
shown in Figure 7 under the action of a certain load [21].
The two pairs of teeth in contact with each other at a specific
moment in the meshing cycle are denoted by I and II. The
tooth surface curve is vertical along the relative principal
direction in the normal plane. 𝑖𝑘 (𝑘 = I, II) is the contact
point; 𝑗𝑘 is a point along the relative principal direction.

Here, the tooth surface initial clearance 𝑤 of gear I and
gear II is [𝑤]𝑘 = [𝛿]𝑘 + [𝑏]𝑘 (𝑘 = I, II). [w]𝑘 = [𝑤1𝑘, 𝑤2𝑘, . . . ,𝑤𝑖𝑘, . . . , 𝑤𝑗𝑘, 𝑤𝑛𝑘]T, [b]𝑘 = [𝑏1, 𝑏2, . . . , 𝑏𝑖, . . . , 𝑏𝑛]T, and [𝛿]𝑘 =[1, 1, . . . , 1, . . . , 1]T; 𝑛 is the number of discrete points; 𝑏𝑗 is
the tooth surface normal clearance (𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑛); 𝛿 is the
geometric transmission error. 𝑍 represents the direction of
the displacement.

Under the action of load 𝑃, the gear tooth has elastic
deformation, and the deformation coordination condition of
the elastic deformation is as follows:[𝐹]𝑘 [𝑝]𝑘 + [𝑤]𝑘 = [𝑍]𝑘 + [𝑑]𝑘

(𝑘 = I, II) ([𝑝]𝑘 = [𝑝1𝑘, 𝑝2𝑘, . . . , 𝑝𝑖𝑘, . . . , 𝑝𝑗𝑘, 𝑝𝑛𝑘]𝑇[𝑍]𝑘 = [1, 1, . . . , 1, . . . , 1]𝑇[𝑑]𝑘 = [𝑑1𝑘, 𝑑2𝑘, . . . , 𝑑𝑖𝑘, . . . , 𝑑𝑗𝑘, 𝑑𝑛𝑘]𝑇). (37)

[𝐹]𝑘 is the normal flexibility coefficient matrix of the gear
pair 𝑘; 𝑝𝑗 (𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛𝑘) is the contact load supported
at point 𝑗 of the tooth pair 𝑘. Apparently, the contact force𝑝𝑗 (𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛𝑘) must satisfy the following conditions
[21]:

𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝑝𝑗Ι + 𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝑝𝑗ΙΙ = 𝑃, (38)

where if 𝑝𝑗𝑘 > 0, then [𝑑]𝑗𝑘 = 0; if [𝑝]𝑗𝑘 = 0, then [𝑑]𝑗𝑘 > 0.𝑓, 𝑃, and 𝑤 are known conditions. The contact forces[𝑝]𝑗𝑘, final tooth clearance [𝑑]𝑗𝑘, and tooth approach [𝑍]
are unknown.The known parameters (𝑓, 𝑃, 𝑤) and unknown
parameters (𝑝, 𝑑, 𝑍) constitute a nonlinear program model.
According to the tooth approach 𝑍𝑘, the following objective
function is established:

Minimize [𝑝]𝑇 {[𝐹] [𝑝] + [𝑤] − [𝑍]} . (39)

Equations (38) and (39) represent a constrained nonlinear
programming problem, which is solved by the modified
simplex method.

The objective function (40) forms a nonlinear program-
ming model with functions (38) and (39) as constraint
conditions:

min
2𝑛+1∑
𝑗=1

𝑋𝑗 − [𝐹] [𝑝] + [𝑍] + [𝑑] + [𝑋] = [𝑤]
s.t. [𝑒]𝑇 [𝑝] + 𝑋2𝑛+1 = 𝑃𝑝𝑗 ≥ 0, 𝑑𝑗 ≥ 0, 𝑍 ≥ 0, 𝑋𝑗 ≥ 0; 𝑝𝑗 = 0 or 𝑑𝑗 = 0,

(40)

where 𝑋𝑗 (𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 2𝑛 + 1) are the artificial variables,[𝑋] = [𝑋1, . . . , 𝑋2𝑛]T; [𝑒] of each element is equal to
1. The column vector [𝑝] is solved by the programming
problem representing the discrete distribution of the contact
load along the contact line that coincides with the relative
principal direction.

Through the finite element calculation and the gear
geometric contact simulation analysis program, when the
gear pair is in the meshing position 𝑘, solving (36), the
load transmission errors Δ𝜑𝑖𝑗[0.1𝑇𝑖𝑗(𝑘)], Δ𝜑𝑖𝑗[0.5𝑇𝑖𝑗(𝑘)], andΔ𝜑𝑖𝑗[0.9𝑇𝑖𝑗(𝑘)] are obtained. The results are brought into
formula (23), and the coefficients 𝑎, 𝑏, and 𝑐 are obtained, and
the function relation between the bearing deformation of the
gear pair and the nominal load is obtained.The time-varying
meshing stiffness of each gear pair is obtained. By replacing
the results into formula (6), the excitation conditions of the
time-varying meshing stiffness can be obtained as [22]

𝐾m𝑖𝑗 (𝑘) = 𝑇𝑖𝑗 (𝑘)𝑟2
𝑏𝑖
cos 𝑎n 1Δ𝜑𝑖𝑗 [𝑇𝑖𝑗 (𝑘)] . (41)

Themeshing stiffness reflects the comprehensive stiffness
of each tooth pair involved in the meshing and can reflect
the meshing elastic characteristics of the meshing position
more directly. The comprehensive stiffness of the gear tooth
obtained by thismethodhas the samedimension andphysical
meaning as the comprehensive stiffness of the gear tooth in
the ISO gear standard.

5. Example Analysis

Table 1 shows the main parameters of the power-split two-
stage five-branching planets gear train. Input power is 𝑃 =208 kW. Input speed is 1400 r/min. The error of each length
is 6 𝜇m. The errors in the manufacturing and installation of
the components are selected according to the position error
of GB1182∼1184-80 (National Standard of People’s Republic of
China). Here, the bending rigidity𝐾𝑤 of spline shaft is 1.78 ×
107N⋅m−1 according to the mechanics calculation theory of
cantilever beam.The bearing support stiffness of the sun gear𝐾S is 5.5× 108N⋅m−1, and the bearing support stiffness of ring
gear ring𝐾r is 1.1 × 109N⋅m−1 according to [23].

Figures 8(a) and 8(b), respectively, show time-varying
meshing stiffness of sun gear and I-stage planets gear and II-
stage planets gear and ring gear meshing stiffness. Here, the
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Table 1: Main parameters of the two-stage five-branching planets gear train.

Name Teeth number Module (mm) Tooth width (mm) Helix angle (∘) Pressure angle (∘)
Sun gear 24 4 70 10 20
I-stage planets gear 81 4 70 10 20
II-stage planets gear 31 4 90 8 20
Ring gear 99 4 90 8 20
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Figure 8: Meshing stiffness of each gear pair in the two-stage five-branching planets gear train.

three curves are the meshing stiffness curves under the loads
of 𝑇, 0.9𝑇, and 0.95𝑇, respectively. The meshing stiffness
fluctuation range of sun gear and I-stage planets gear is (1.28× 106 ∼ 1.87 × 106) N⋅m−1. The meshing stiffness fluctuation
range of II-stage planets gear and ring gear is (1.57 × 106 ∼
2.58 × 106) N⋅m−1. Due to the different meshing stiffness of
each meshing position of the tooth surface, the load-sharing
coefficient of different meshing positions will be changed
slightly.

5.1. Influence of Basic Parameters on Load-Sharing Character-
istics. Under these parameters, the load-sharing coefficient of
the planets gears is shown in Figure 9.

FromFigure 9,we can see that the load-sharing coefficient
of the planets gear is changed according to a certain period.
The load-sharing coefficients of planets gear are 1.023, 1.036,
1.028, 1.030, and 1.025.Therefore, the load-sharing coefficient
of the system is 𝐽 = 1.036.

The torque 𝑇spI𝑖 of I-stage planets gear and the torque𝑇spII𝑖 of II-stage planets gear are changed as shown in Figures
10(a) and 10(b).

The calculation results of the load-sharing coefficient are
shown in Table 2, with the assembly error 𝐴s of the sun gear,
the assembly errors 𝐴pI and 𝐴pII of the planets gear, and the
assembly error 𝐴r of the ring gear independent effect.

The calculation results of the load-sharing coefficient are
shown in Figure 11, with the eccentric error𝐸s of the sun gear,
the eccentric errors 𝐸pI and 𝐸pII of the planets gear, and the
eccentric error 𝐸r of the ring gear independent effect.
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Figure 9: Effect of the common error of planets gear on load-sharing
coefficient.

It can be seen from the calculation results shown in
Figure 11 that, for manufacturing and installation errors,
when the error values are the same, the error of the ring gear
is the highest, the error of the II-stage planets gear is middle,
and the error of the sun gear is the lowest.

5.2. Effect of the Error on the Load-Sharing Coefficient. The
relationship between the load-sharing coefficient and the
eccentricity error 𝐸s of the sun gear and the eccentric error
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Figure 10: Torque force of the I-stage and II-stage planets gears.
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(a) Eccentric error 𝐸s of sun gear
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(b) Eccentric error 𝐸pI of I-stage planets gear
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(c) Eccentric error 𝐸pII of II-stage planets gear
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(d) Eccentric error 𝐸s of ring gear

Figure 11: Load-sharing coefficient changed with the eccentricity error independent effect.
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Table 2: Load-sharing coefficient when assembling error independent effect.

Load-sharing coefficient 𝐴 s (6 𝜇m) 𝐴pI1 (6 𝜇m) 𝐴pII1 (6 𝜇m) 𝐴 r (6 𝜇m)𝐽pI1 1.004 1.006 1.016 1.012𝐽pI2 0.996 0.995 0.983 1.010𝐽pI3 0.997 0.994 0.992 0.991𝐽pI4 1.006 1.008 1.012 1.018𝐽pI5 1.003 1.005 1.013 0.985𝐽 1.006 1.008 1.016 1.018

𝐸r of the ring gear is shown in Figure 12(a). The relationship
between the load-sharing coefficient and the eccentricity
error 𝐸pI𝑖 is shown in Figure 12(b). The relationship between
the load-sharing coefficient and the eccentricity error 𝐸pII𝑖
of the II-stage planets gear is shown in Figure 12(c). The
relationship between the load-sharing coefficient and the
assembly error 𝐴 s of the sun gear and the eccentric error 𝐴 r
of the ring gear is shown in Figure 12(d). The relationship
between the load-sharing coefficient and the assembly error𝐴pI𝑖 of the I-stage planets gear is shown in Figure 12(e).
The relationship between the load-sharing coefficient and the
assembly error 𝐴pII𝑖 of the II-stage planets gear is shown in
Figure 12(f).

It can be seen from Figure 12 that, with the increase of the
eccentricity error and assembly error of the sun gear and the
ring gear and the I-stage and II-stage planets gear, the load-
sharing coefficient gradually increases. The influence of the
II-stage error on load-sharing characteristic is greater than
the effect of the I-stage error.

5.3. Influence of the Sun Gear and Ring Gear Floating on Load-
Sharing Characteristics. Figure 13 shows the variation of the
load-sharing coefficient. It can be seen from Figure 13 that
when the sun gear and ring gear are not floating, the load-
sharing coefficient is 1.058, and the volatility is large. When
the ring gear is floating and the sun gear is fixed, the load-
sharing coefficient is 1.023. When the sun gear and ring gear
are floating, the load-sharing coefficient is 1.008. At this time,
the system has good load-sharing characteristics.

Figure 14 shows the variation of the load-sharing coef-
ficient with the variation of the spline space. Figure 15
shows the floating trajectory of the sun gear and ring
gear.

When the spine clearance is 0.00mm, the floating sun
gear will completely be determined by the bending rigidity of
input shaft; here, the sun gear is supported by an elastic sup-
port. Next, the spline clearance gradually increases, and the
load-sharing characteristics will be better and better. Finally,
the load-sharing coefficient is obtained. At the same time,
due to the impact of friction, the load-sharing coefficient
of the system is 1.013. It can be seen under the condition
of constant error that the system load-sharing coefficient
decreases with the increase of spline clearance. When the
gap is large enough, the system load-sharing characteristics
will achieve an ideal load effect. From the above analysis,
we can see that the basic components floating can be good
to improve the load-sharing characteristics of the whole
system.

6. Experimental Verification

In order to verify the correctness of the theoretical analysis
of this paper, the static load-sharing characteristics test of the
two-stage five-branching planets gear train is carried out.The
test method for the load-sharing effect of the two-stage five-
branching planets gear train is usually used to paste strain
gauge at the corresponding position. Bymeasuring the strain,
the load of the planets gears is reflected. However, if the strain
gauge is placed on the teeth of the gear, because the space of
the strain gauges is smaller, it is difficult to paste the strain
gauge. At this time, we need to fabricate the microelectric
appliance and the wireless launcher to meet the requirement
of the small structure, and the cost is too expensive. If the
strain gauge is pasted on the motionless body, because the
body’s rigidity is high, load transfer is small, strain variation
is small, and the location of the paste strain gauge cannot
be guaranteed to be identical, making an inaccurate test plan
further increases the overall error factor. Therefore, there are
many limitations in the testmethod of resistance strain gauge,
and it is not ideal.

In this paper, taking into account the fact that the high
speed planets gear transmission is a helical gear, therefore, it
can be used tomeasure the axial force to determine the loaded
distribution between each planetary gear. The five helical
gears will produce a certain axial force in the course of the
transfer load. The five planets gear shafts are transmitted to
a special precision mechanical sensor through a torsion bar.
The axial force generated by five planets gears in high speed
operation is measured by a precision mechanical sensor. The
load-sharing coefficient of the planets gear reducer can be
obtained by the above method. It can evaluate the effect of
load-sharing characteristics of planets gear system. The axial
forces of the five helical gears are 𝐹𝑃1, 𝐹𝑃2, 𝐹𝑃3, 𝐹𝑃4, and 𝐹𝑃5,
respectively. Therefore, the load-sharing coefficient 𝐽 of the
planets gear system can be obtained by𝐽 = 𝐹𝑃max𝐹𝑃1 + 𝐹𝑃2 + 𝐹𝑃3 + 𝐹𝑃4 + 𝐹𝑃5 . (42)

In formula (42),𝐹𝑃max is themaximumvalue of axial force
of five planets gears.

In the experiment, according to the actual working state
of the planets reducer, the load is allocated into five parts,
and each load state is measured five times, and the average
value is taken as the load-sharing coefficient under the load.
The test piece is installed in the reducer in the tester. The
measuring equipment uses the closed principle ofmechanical
power flow. Due to the fact that the drive ratio of the closed
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(e) Load-sharing coefficient changed with the assembly error of the I-
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Figure 12: Load-sharing coefficient changed with the eccentricity error and assembly error.
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Table 3: Load-sharing coefficient under different loads.

Input torque 𝑇in (N⋅m) (𝑇in = 1419N⋅m) 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 120% 140% 160%
Test load-sharing coefficient (average value) 1.141 1.124 1.112 1.106 1.082 1.075 1.066 1.062
Theoretically calculated load-sharing coefficient 1.071 1.062 1.054 1.046 1.038 1.030 1.022 1.014
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(a) Sun gear and ring gear without floating
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(c) Sun gear and ring gear with floating

Figure 13: Influence of sun gear and ring floating on the load-sharing characteristic.

loop required by this tester is equal to 1, in order to fulfill
these requirements, the input terminal of two planets gear
deceleration device is connected. Along the direction of
the power flow, one of the reducers plays the role of the
increasing speed, and the other plays the role of decreasing
speed. Figure 16 is a schematic diagram of the experimental
principle.

As can be seen from Figure 16, the whole testbed consists
of five parts: power source, test gearbox, measuring system,
and accompanying test gearbox. The main test gearbox and
the accompanying test gearbox are “back-to-back” installed.
Among them, the power is provided by the electrical motor,
and the speed is adjusted by the frequency converter. The

main test gearbox is an independent planets shaped gearbox.
The measuring system consists of two torque sensors and
their display instruments. The accompanying test gearbox is
another independent planets gearbox.

After the installation of the testbed was completed and
the coaxiality of the system was completed, the load-sharing
characteristics of the system were tested. First, the system
is electrified and then adjusted to zero in the static state.
After finishing zero adjustment, the output frequency and
load torque of the motor are adjusted, and the load-sharing
characteristic test is carried out.

The comparison between theoretical calculation results
and experimental results is shown in Table 3. Here, the value
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Figure 15: Floating orbit of the sun gear and ring gear.

of the input speed is constant; only the value of the input
power is changed from 20% to 160%.

As can be seen from Table 3, the load-sharing coefficient
obtained by the test is 15% higher than that obtained by
the theoretical calculation. The theoretical calculation value
is the data obtained under ideal condition. Actually, due to
the factors of processing and assembly and heat treatment,
the actual situation and theoretical state are different. And
there are many errors in the test system, so the experimen-
tal value and the calculated value are different. However,
the experimental results are in line with the range of the
load-sharing coefficient 1.1∼1.5 recommended in the general
project.

Figure 17 shows a diagram of the curve of the load-
sharing coefficient varying with the input torque 𝑇in. The
load-sharing coefficient decreases with the increase of torque,
and the experimental data and the theoretical calculation
data have a good consistency. Figure 18 shows a graph of
the change of the load-sharing coefficient with the input
speed 𝑛, and the input speed changes from 20% of the given
value to 200%.The load-sharing coefficient increases with the

increase of the input speed, indicating that when the speed of
the system gets higher, the performance of the load-sharing
is reduced. When the speed changes from 1120 r/min to
2240 r/min, the change of the load-sharing coefficient is more
obvious, from 1.062 to 1.15. After the speed becomes more
than 2240 r/min, the change of the load-sharing coefficient
tends to be stable. The theoretical calculation results show
that the load-sharing coefficient is changed from 1.029 to
1.067, and the overall change is relatively stable. This is
because the values given in numerical calculation are all ideal
values, and the experimental results are more influenced by
external factors.

A calculation model for calculating the load of two-stage
four-branching planets train is proposed in [2]. The load-
sharing calculation model proposed in this paper is quite
different from the calculation model of [2]. The load-sharing
calculation model proposed in this paper uses the loaded
tooth contact analysis, which can accurately calculate the
time-varying meshing stiffness of each pair of gears, and it
can more accurately reflect the influence of each meshing
position of the gear pair on the load-sharing performance
of the system. The two-stage four-branching planets train of
[2] is analyzed and studied using the load-sharing calculation
model mentioned in this paper.The comparison and analysis
results are shown in Figure 19. Because the experiment
process is different and the analysis of the system structure is
different, the experimental results do not have comparability.
The theoretical calculation results of load-sharing coefficient
in this paper are compared with the experimental and
theoretical results of [2]. It can be seen from the comparison
that the results of the calculation in this paper have a good
agreement with the calculation results of [2].

7. Conclusions

(1) The solution of the large complex gear transmission
system is simplified by the deformation coordina-
tion condition. The errors of various components
in the deformation coordination condition can be
superimposed or offset. It can better reflect the
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Figure 16: Schematic diagram of the experimental principle.
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Figure 17: Relationship between input torque and load-sharing
coefficient.

load-sharing characteristics of the whole system. It
essentially reflects the load-sharing process caused by
deformation. The deformation coordination condi-
tion is favorable to the overall design and analysis
of the system, which can be applied in the gear
transmission system with the power-split closed-loop
characteristics.

(2) The eccentric error and the installation error of
the various components have an effect on the load
characteristics of the system. Moreover, the effects of
errors are cumulative, and the error distribution of the
components in stage II should be paidmore attention.
Themain cause of the unbalanced load distribution of
the planets gear transmission system is inconsistent
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Figure 18: Relationship between input speed and load-sharing
coefficient.

with the manufacturing error and the installation
error.The floating of basic components is beneficial to
the load-sharing among the planets. The spline space
is a mechanism to reduce the block effect of floating
of the basic components. However, the design of the
gap does not follow the bigger the better rule, because
the large gap will make the planets gear system
in the work process produce serious vibration and
impact.

(3) Load-sharing test was carried out under different
rotating speeds. The experimental data were pro-
cessed and were consistent with the theoretical
calculation data.The correctness of theoretical analy-
sis was verified.
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